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IRS ISSUES NEW GUIDANCE ON POLITICAL ACTIVITIES
By Eileen M. Johnson
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the IRS is taking a proactive

the Federal Election Commission rules. The charity must then
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assist charities from inadvertently becoming involved in political
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The IRS has confirmed that a charitable leader may endorse

Separate guidance for this election year is provided for: chari-

or oppose a candidate in his or her personal capacity. As one

ties, churches and educational organizations; social welfare

IRS official recently said, charitable leaders are not on duty 24/7.

organizations; labor and agricultural organizations; business

However, the way the endorsement or opposition is presented

leagues; and political organizations. These resources are avail-

can convert what was intended to be a purely personal action

able at http://www.irs.gov/charities.

into unauthorized political activity by the charity. Any charity

Charities, in particular, should pay special attention to FS-

leader considering making a personal statement in support of or

2006-17, a fact sheet on Election Year Activities and the

in opposition to a candidate should be aware of the rules before

Prohibition on Political Campaign Intervention for Section

making any comments.

501(c)(3) Organizations. The fact sheet provides real world
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examples of activities that charities may want to engage in, and

Voter education, registration, and “get out the vote” drives are

is surprisingly easy to understand. It also advises charities on

allowed so long as they are conducted in a nonpartisan manner

how to handle requests from a political campaign or candidate.

with no preference being shown for a particular candidate or
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party. There is abundant guidance on how to stage these activities in a way considered nonpartisan by the IRS. Organizations

terintuitive, the IRS and the

should exercise care in planning and carrying out these activities

Federal Election Commission

in order to stay within approved limits.

have different rules on partici-
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pation in political activities. It

Organizations may invite candidates to speak at public

is up to charities to safeguard

events so long as they follow some strict rules. First and fore-

their tax exempt status by

most, no fundraising may be conducted at the event. Secondly,
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political activities. While can-

and all candidates for that office must be invited to participate. If

didates are usually well-

the event is a public forum such as a debate, there are specific

versed in federal election law

rules that apply to what questions may be asked and how the

restrictions, they are not typi-
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organization's event because of factors other than his or her

dates' positions on the issues - may be created and distributed

candidacy. For example, the candidate may be a public official

by charities under certain conditions. The guides must be non-

or a member of the organization. In those situations, the charity

partisan and cover a broad range of issues. Additionally, all

should work closely with the candidate to review the ground

questions posed must be clear and unbiased, and they must be

rules so that the candidate makes no mention of the election or

posed to all candidates for a particular office with sufficient time

candidacy, and speaks in a strictly nonpartisan manner.

allowed for their responses. An organization's position on an

Uninvited Guests

issue may not be included in the guide, nor may the organiza-

What happens if a candidate shows up at an event uninvited

tion rate candidates. Additional rules too numerous to summa-

and unannounced? The IRS offers charities guidance on how to

rize must also be followed. Furthermore, organizations should

handle that situation. The organization may choose to follow its

be cautious about distributing guides prepared by other parties,

standard custom of acknowledging important visitors but not
mention the candidate's candidacy or the election. If the candidate is given an opportunity to
speak, the speech must be nonpolitical in nature and may not
mention the election or the
speaker's status as a candidate.
Issue Advocacy vs. Political
Campaign Intervention
Many organizations are actively engaged in issue advocacy
every day, and the IRS fully recognizes that fact. It also knows

and they may not distribute

Q

Our organization is a nonprofit charity and
we sell various items to raise funds. Do we
need to collect sales tax on these sales?

guides prepared by a candidate or a political party.

A

Business Activity

In Maryland, sellers of tangible personal property are

donor list. Organizations

While charitable organizations are generally
exempted from paying sales tax on personal
property they purchase in Maryland, the

reverse is usually not true.

Nonprofit organizations
have many assets that make
them attractive to candidates, not the least of which
is their membership and

required to collect and remit sales tax to the State, unless a

may make their list available

specific exemption applies. There is no blanket sales tax

to political candidates only if

exemption for sales made by charitable organizations in

they make it available to the

Maryland, even if the funds are to be used for charitable

general public and all candidates on the same terms

that some organizations only

purposes. A recent law change (MD House Bill 1624), how-

advocate issues during election

ever, will allow the charitable contribution portion of sales

payment of a fair market

years, and so it offers guidance

made at auction by charitable and religious organizations to

rental fee. Similarly, an

to those organizations. Following

be exempted from sales tax, provide the proceeds are used

organization may allow can-

the federal election law proscrip-

for exempt purposes. This new (but limited) exemption

didates to use its facilities,

tion, organizations should avoid
issue advocacy during the "red

and conditions, including

such as a conference room

became effective on July 1, 2006.

or office space, so long as

zone" - that is 60 days before a

the facilities are made avail-

general election and 30 days before a primary election - unless

able to all candidates and the public on the same terms and

they can meet a strict test. Organizations not actively engaged

conditions. An organization that allows a candidate to use, at fair

in issues who choose to launch an advocacy campaign during

market rate, an asset is engaged in a political campaign activity

an election year will be closely examined by the IRS.

if it does not make it available to other candidates.

Voter Guides

Web sites

Voter guides - publications that help to sort out the candi-
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